the illusion, to place
the spectator and
the art work in the
present at the work's
" erLd." Thus the
viewer is left with a
conceptual work as
a sequence of per-

Screen, Proiector,
and Film
1977, 16 mm color
fi1m, 14 min.

Comprised in
exhibition of only

what the title
suggests/ Scteen,

ceptual riddles
which kept only in
mind gradually are
unravelled to
become a mental
construct of the
film's entire history:
its staging and genesis; presentation;
and finally continu-

ing life kept forever
in the mind of the
viewer.

Ii

Proiector, and Film
plays with the
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potential for the
filmed illusion to
"give itself up." By
carefully orchestrating a series of filmed
actions, the projected image at first
conveys a series of
illusions which
become perceptual
riddles: Strips of
white paper are used
as the projection
screen. The first
sequence seen is
that of similar strips
of white paper
which then start to
undulate gently as if
blown by abreeze.
The immediate
question that arises
is whether it is the
projection screen
that is being wafted.
A key turns and
spins across the surface with litt1e indication of whether it
is real or illusory.
Then water and
blood are poured
across the screen to
compound the
riddle. Finally, the
image of the first
paper screen burns
to reveal the real
white paper screen
still intact and, by
finally eliminating
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from each other and
fold together at the
same time. What
Corner Film

begins as a clever
experiment changes

gradually into a
1978, two projec-

tions, B/W, 16mm,
12 min.
Corner Film is just
as the title suggests.
Two projectors are
used. The film
images are projected
at right angles to
each other into the
corner of a room
both touching each
other along the
vertical edge. A man
passes a rope from
one screen to the adjacent one. There is
a constant play back
and forth starting
from one screen and
continuing in the
other. The performers that appear in
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each screen change
places with each

other in the middle
of the various
events. They walk
freely from image to
image, and one
forgets after a while
that one is actually
looking at two different screens/ two
different films.
Occasionally they
go slightly out of
sync creating a time
lapse tension between
the two. When they
go out of sync, a noman's land is created.
It's as if time in
between has been
partially swallowed
up. This is followed
by simultaneous
panning of both
cameras. The two
images appear to fold
in on one another.
As the cameras pan
in circular motion,
each image describing its own circular
arc, the images
seem to move away

tension interrelationship between
forms with time
acting as the agent
that either holds
them together or
pulls them apart.
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Bob Cowan
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1980, Mina St.

1980, chair, smoke,

Studio, San Francisco, sunlight,
smoke, objects

film,

In a darkened studio
space/ sunlight
entered through an
aperture in a high
window and was
immediately reflected in a mirror onto
the floor. As the sun
changed position in
the sky, the reflected
beam moved across
the floor striking
various objects. At
one point in this
traverse/ the beam
was reflected in a
sequence of three
aligned mirrors to
create a spatial
linear configuration
for a period of about
fi{teen minutes.
Smoke was used to
render the beam of
light visible. As the
sun continued to
move/ it gradually
moved past the second mirror and the
reflected "evertt"

s".

Shadow and Chair

Sunlight

11

&

16

mm, B/W,

min

Shadow and Chair
hinges on the ambiguity of the filmic

&

surface and the

actual three dimensional object. At

times, a ftompe
o eil elfect is created
as when the (proiected) shadow of a
man appears to sit in
the actual shadow of
the chair. The chair
has been treated
with luminous paint
so that when the
film shifts in its
tonalities from light
to dark, the chair,
having absorbed
light, is illuminated
as a three-dimensional surface in the
space of the projected image.
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Sunlight
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ended. Eaeh day,

the first mirror by
the aperture was
realigned slightly to
allow for slight daily
changes in the sun's
traiectory. The photo
shows a dome or

*;

cone shape created

by the sunlight
reflected off the
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smoke.
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Puddle
1982, puddle and 16

mm color film loop.
First shown at
Living Cinema,
New York.

Initially, coior film
was shot of images
reflected in various
medium-sized
puddles at different

times throughout a
year. Each time, the
camera was positioned near the

puddle's edge about
B inches above the
ground and aimed
nearly horizontally
toward the puddle
thus recording the
entire length of the
water/s surface. The

artist engaged in
various manipula-

tions within the
camera's field of
view: pushing
floating objects
across the water's
surface; tossing
pebbles to produce
ripples, lighting
fire...When installed,
a new puddle composed of water and a
small amount of
white tempera paint
is set up in the gallery so that one end
is tangent to the
gallery wall. At the
far end of the puddle, the projector is
set up about a foot
from the puddle's
edge and aimed
nearly horizontally
so that the top of
the projected frame
is approximately at
the juncture between gallery fioor
and wall. An initial
trapezoidal upside
down image is seen
on the water's surface illuminated by

the white tempera
pigment. It is what
the camera "saw."
This image is simultaneously reflected
by the water onto
the gallery wall as a
right-side up image
within a rectangular
frame. This image
shows the artist
standing at the puddle's edge engaged
in various actions,
but he is no longer
in the world. He is
embedded in the
water's surface (as
the camera saw
him) causing his
image to be distorted by his own
manipulations.
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Light Water
1982, water spray,
16 mm color film
loop, 11 min/ cycle

A garden hose is
used to produce a
spray of water that

w

s

is used as a"screert."
Projected film
images are ol an

original water spray
and the interactions
of shadow forms of
persons walking and
playing with the
water spray.
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on / off
1987, netting, ink,
light bulb

Across a corner is
stretched a sheet of
gauze-like netting.
On this has been
painted a shadow
silhouette image of
the artist in the act
of pulling the string
of a light switch.
Above his head is
suspended a real
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gtl
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light bulb.This bulb,
which has been
engaged to an electric flasher button is
turned on periodically, seemingly by
the silhoutted
figure. But when the
bulb lights up, its
intensity overwhelms the subtlety
of the shadow figure
revealing the space

#

as it is: a corner with
a sheet of netting

across it. When the
flasher button heats
up sufficiently, it
turns the bulb off to
reveal-the silhouette
figure again poised

:?

t;

to turn the light on.
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Shadow Fence
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1984, San Francisco

$W$.
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Art Commission
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.$*

Gallery, 42' x 6'
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fence and paint

's

On a section of
chain link fence are
painted the shadow
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silhouettes of people
who were interacting with the fence.
Being a static or
frozenimage, this
piece is iike a stilled
remembrance. It
passively registers
the day to night
cycle being nearly
invisible in the
morning, and then,
in the afternoon, as
the sun shifts the
image grows increasingly visible, to
become most vivid
at night.
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